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Letter Clinton's campaign published Wednesday from Dr. Lisa Bardack revealing
that the candidate had surgery may not be the last of the records
'More information, I think, will be very shortly because we really want to respond to
legitimate questions that people might have,' she said
Doctors put in a myringotomy tube and ran a CT scan in March, during the
Democratic primary, and Clinton kept it a secret
In a radio interview that aired on Thursday but was taped Wednesday she touted
her transparency and said she's 'worked really hard' to be open
Clinton refused to comment on Colin Powell's leaked email saying she screws
things up with her hubris 

By Francesca Chambers, White House Correspondent For Dailymail.com
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The letter Hillary Clinton's campaign published Wednesday from Dr. Lisa Bardack revealing that the candidate
had surgery this year may not be the last of the medical records it will share.

'More information, I think, will be very shortly because we really want to respond to legitimate questions that
people might have,' Clinton said today on Tom Joyner's radio show.

The interview was taped before Clinton's campaign revealed that she had surgery quietly in January to
alleviate pain she was having in her left ear. 
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Doctors put in a myringotomy tube and ran a CT scan in March that showed no abnormalities of the brain but
confirmed she has mild chronic sinusitis. 

SCROLL DOWN FOR VIDEO 
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Hillary Clinton says the letter her campaign published Wednesday from Dr. Lisa Bardack
revealing that she had surgery this year isn't the last of the medical records she plans to

put out
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The Democratic presidential candidate did not disclose the surgery during the primary. It came out as part of a
letter from her doctor detailing her bacterial pneumonia diagnosis and treatment. 

For three days Clinton stayed inside her home this week as she recovered after the illness caused her to
become faint at a 9/11 anniversary event. Today is her first day back on the campaign trail. 

'I’m very touched by the concern that’s been set forth about my health. I’m really glad that I did finally follow
my doctor’s orders and take some days to rest instead of just trying to keep powering through, which I think is
a common experience for people,' she told Joyner Thursday morning.

Clinton did not specify what additional records she plans to release.

'We’re going to put out more information, and that will be then twice as much as he’s put out, and we’ll see
what, if anything, he’s willing to disclose,' Clinton said, talking about her opponent, Donald Trump.

The letter from Dr. Bardack on Wednesday covered only the doctors visits Clinton has had since last summer.
And while it contained vital statistics like her cholesterol level, other information, like her weight, was missing.

The 68-year-old continues to take a blood-thinning agent to prevent her from developing another clot - she's
had two over the years - and medications for an overactive thyroid and her allergies. 

Despite her recent illness, which Clinton kept from the press, her staff and her daughter for days, Bardack
says the White House contender 'continues to remain healthy and fit to serve as President of the United
States.'

Trump will make some of his records public today on the Dr. Oz show. Host Dr. Mehmet Oz said on Today that
Trump handed over colonoscopy and heart scans. 

The GOP nominee for president is overweight and doesn't exercise aside from 'moving his hands' when he
speaks, but Oz said he is 'healthy enough to be president.'

Donald Trump shared a summary of his health records with Dr. Oz on his show, which
taped on Wednesday and will air today
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Clinton argued on Joyner's show that she's 'worked very, very hard' to be transparent. 

And not just in comparison to her Trump, 'but really, in a comparison to anybody who’s run.'

'The medical information I’ve put out, and we’re going to put out more, meets and exceeds the standard that
other presidential candidates, including President Obama and Mitt Romney and others, have met,' she stated.

Her tax returns for the last 40 years are also public, Clinton said. 

'So I think that the real questions need to be directed toward Donald Trump and his failure to even meet the
most minimalistic standards that we expect of someone being the nominee of one of our two major parties.' 

Clinton made the comments about transparency in response to a question from CNN's Don Lemon, who had
also called into the show, about Colin Powell's hacked emails.

In one, the former secretary of state disparaged Clinton and said, 'Everything HRC touches, she kind of
screws up with hubris.'

Lemon asked her how she would answer him and critics who believe that she's constantly fumbling the ball
'whether it’s your emails, or disclosing your health issues, or even pointing out Trump’s flypaper-like ability to
attract the racially insensitive or deplorables.'

Clinton declined to comment on Powell's emails and instead shifted the conversation to Russia's intensified
hacks on U.S. political figures and her opponent's 'alarming closeness with the Kremlin,' which she said is
'deeply concerning.'

Clinton declined to comment on Powell's emails, including one that said she screws
things up with her hubris

'I have a great deal of respect for Colin Powell, and I have a lot of sympathy for anyone whose emails become
public. I’m not going to start discussing someone else’s private emails, 'she said. 'I’ve already spent a lot of
time talking about my own, as you know.'
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She said what's 'really important about the emails is the chilling fact...that the Russians are continuing to
attempt to interfere in our election.' 

Dinging her White House rival, she said, 'There’s a lot that Trump should answer for because these attempts
by Russia to interfere in the election are ones that go right hand-in-hand with his closeness to the Kremlin, his
flattery of Putin.

'So I’m going to keep raising the alarm about Russian influence, and that, of course, raises questions about
who Trump actually does business with.'

Clinton rebuffed a second attempt from Lemon to get her to respond to Powell's comment about her 'hubris'
and began talking about how transparent she's been. 

In the interview Clinton also tried salvage her attack on Trump from last Friday, when she said 'half' of of his
supporters are a 'basket of deplorables' - and had to apologize.

'Donald Trump has run a deplorable campaign. He has accepted support and been cheered on by the likes of
David Duke, the former Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan, and other white supremacists,' she said.

Clinton jumped on Trump's running mate, Mike Pence, over the fact that he 'wouldn’t even call former KKK
leader deplorable.'

'It's amazing,' she said. 

Pence refused on CNN to label Duke that way, saying he's 'not in the name-calling business.'

Clinton's camp said on Twitter in response, 'If you won’t say the KKK is deplorable, you have no business
running the country.'
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de1958, Pocono Mountains, United States, 5 minutes ago

ridiculous nonsense. This woman has been in the public eye for her ENTIRE life/career. She has been first
lady, senator, and Madam Secretary. She has not been missing, she has not been absent! She has been hounded
and investigated for literally decades. Now she had "secret surgery." ???? Really? OMG, she had a tube put in her
ear. My youngest child had those things inserted twice. PLEASE, quit buying into all this nonsense. She's been an
active powerhouse, in the public eye always, and everyone has seen that!
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ph, London, 37 minutes ago

bly has three sets of paperwork for herself and each of her doppelgangers
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Whispering, Ft. Lauderdale, United States, 43 minutes ago

Surgery??? Hardly what anyone would call surgery.
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Teatwaffle, Hanoverstan MA, United States, about an hour ago

Drip........ drip....... drip
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DeplorableMe, USA, United States, about an hour ago

I can see those critical health records now... April 21, 2007-acute hangnail...December 18, 2008-headache...June 25,
2009-mild sunburn. She will never release anything factual.
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Cuffs357, Charlotte, United States, about an hour ago

Right fat azz only when pigs fly. Lies, deception, finger pointing and shifting blame is all you know how to do.
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Chase boy, wimborne, about an hour ago

The bionic woman.
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snoop1974, Durham, United Kingdom, about 2 hours ago

Medical records being released in instalments, has this woman got no idea how stupid she is coming across to the
public......
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e, San Diego, United States, about 2 hours ago

much public pressure, this will be the first time she releases something voluntarily. Do not hold your breath or
expect the truth! Her MO is to take years and hand it over after only if ordered by the courts by then most evidence
has been compromised, destroyed or in such disorder that it takes months to put the pieces together. She is a
professional Crafter and still at large!
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ggie6447, Tucson, United States, about 2 hours ago

Why is she under so much pressure? Is it because she is a woman and therefore fair game? Why isn't Trump
pressured for his silly Doctors note which revealed nothing, not a single lab test !! So she had a little surgery on her
ear ? Big deal. Get over it - nothing to write about here.

151

Tracker, Somewhere Behind You, United States, about 2 hours ago

Hillary will release more medical records, the only real issue would be, who's records were they before the
edited out their name and added Hillary's.
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Find this story at http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3790977/I-ll-release-medical-records-says-Clinton-bombshell-revelation-
secret-surgery.html
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